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Converging Visual Arts and the Law: 

Examining the Relevance and Importance 

of Law in the Indian Art Market 
 

SOMLAGNA BISWAS
1 

  

ABSTRACT 

Indian art, the genesis of which can be traced back to prehistoric times, has experienced 

an evolution of epic proportions through the years. The Indian Fine Art Market, greatly 

influenced by Modern and Contemporary Art, seems to be ameliorating from the state of 

tumult it had to witness succeeding the Great Recession. Although India has yet to leave its 

imprint on the facet of the global art market, it is still among the top four growing art 

markets in the world. Concurrently, there is also a need for strong legal succour and 

intervention to ensure smooth and transparent operation of this dynamic art industry and 

also to provide relief concerning issues and disputes that arise within it. In this paper, the 

author discusses the multifarious nature of law and its applicability in the Indian art market 

while simultaneously accentuating the need for stricter Government regulations for a better 

future of the art industry.  

Keywords: Indian art, Indian art market, Art law, Copyright, Copyright Act, 1957. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Indian art, they say, is as old as its civilization. Being diverse in its embodiments, the inception 

of Indian art can be traced back to the period of the Indus Valley Civilisation around the 3rd 

Millennium B.C. and its distinctive style, to the spirituality and sensuality that were ever so 

earmarked.  

From the age of ancient civilization to the early modern and colonial era, to art subsisting in 

the contemporary times, the Indian Fine Art market, predominantly comprising paintings, 

antiques, sculptures, and photography, has witnessed an unfolding of a massive proportion 

especially with paintings accounting for more than 90 percent of the market’s revenue.2 

Although art flourished during the British Raj when, among other things, Raja Ravi Verma’s 

 
1 Author is a student at Bangalore Institute of Legal Studies, India. 
2 Astaguru, Indian Fine Art Market - Brief Analysis, YouTube (Jul. 16, 2016), https://www .youtube.com/ 

watch?v=6BP8dyxncuc&t=3s 
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unique approach to Indian imagery through European realism, Rabindranath Tagore’s cubism, 

Jamini Roy’s manifestations of folk into paintings, and the radical yet traditional Bengal School 

of Art led by Abindranath Tagore were in the vanguard, it was what followed post-

independence that brought to light the global cognizance of the artistic milieu in India.  

With the Bombay School of Art paving the way for modernistic expression of art and drawing 

inspiration from artists such as Amrita Sher-Gil who pioneered Modern Art, the artists of 

Modern India had their own stories to tell. Galvanised by westernisation and economic 

liberalisation and affected by the aftermath of independence, the Modern era artists brought 

western influences into their paradigm which thus served as a change from the traditional 

technique and approach that previously prevailed. Though the Progressive Artists’ Group, 

consisting of Modernists such as F.N. Souza, S.H.Raza, M.F. Husain, Tyeb Mehta, V.S. 

Gaitonde was formed only to be dissolved in the twinkling of an eye, it changed the face of 

Indian art and thus became a paragon of Modern Indian art, establishing the premise for 

Contemporary Art to thrive thereafter.  

The Indian art market continues to be regarded paradoxically. While it had witnessed its fair 

share of vicissitudes around 2008, following the Great Recession, it is only fair to mention how 

remarkably the market size grew from $5 million to $350 million in a short span of 7 years 

from 2000 to 2007.3 With an estimated market size of Rs. 1,460 crore and accounting for a 

mere 0.5% of the Global Art Market, there are still sanguine things to look at. For example, 

when last September, Modern Art maestro V.S. Gaitonede’s ‘Untitled’, 1974 was sold for Rs. 

32 crores4 at Pundole’s, an art auction house based in Bombay, it became the most expensive 

artwork of an Indian artist to date and therefore set a new world record for Indian art.  

The year 2015 witnessed the sale of 6 of the most expensive Indian artworks which included 

Giatonde’s ‘Untitled’, 1995 sold at Rs. 29.3 crore5 at the Christie's auction held in Mumbai and 

a self-portrait of Amrita Sher-Gil that was sold for $3.2 million6 at a New York auction.  

With the emergence of technology, creation of online auction houses such as Saffronart and 

AstaGuru, and the entry of giant international auction houses like Christie's and Sotheby’s in 

 
3 Indian Art Market - the Last Decade, Art Zolo, https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pm-announces-21-day-

lockdown-as-covid-19-toll- touches-10/article31156691.ece 
4 Ritika Kochhar, The Indian modern and contemporary art market is flourishing even during the pandemic, The 

Hindu (Oct. 16, 2020, 4:00 PM), https://www.thehindu.com/society/the-indian-modern-and-contemporary-art-

market-is-flourishing-even-during-the-pandemic/article32811528.ece 
5 5 Most Expensive Paintings by Indian Artists ever Sold at an Auction, Art Fervour (Nov. 19, 2019), 

https://www.artfervour.com/post/5-most-expensive-paintings-by-indian-artists-ever-sold 
6 Rashmi Menon, Amrita Sher-Gil auction: The $3-million sale, after a stomach-churning silence, The Economic 

Times (Sep. 03, 2015, 10:11 AM),https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/amrita-sher-gil-

auction-the-3-million-sale-after-a-stomach-churning-silence/articleshow/48782745.cms?from=mdr 
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India, demand for Indian art in the global diaspora has considerably strengthened, although it 

is the Modernists that run the show. In a report by Artery, India, a Delhi based art market 

research firm,7 it was found that only 32 Indian artists8 make up for the top 500 most expensive 

Indian artworks sold at auctions, out of which 16 of them are Modernists, 11 are Contemporary 

artists and the remaining 5 fall in the Pre-Modern category namely the late 19th to early 20th 

century.  

Lisa Fuchs, while researching into the Indian art consumers9 expresses that it is not only the 

millionaires that collect and buy art, but the growing middle class of India has played an 

essential role to expand the market and will continue doing so. An art market, she says, cannot 

emerge unless the people of its country become aware of it and its concept. With the middle 

class engaging more in art, artists, and their artworks, there seems to be ample room for a 

holistic development of the art infrastructure. 

But with a growing art market in a growing economy and with the growing need to make art 

accessible to and recognised by all, how far have we come to realise the operation of law and 

its importance in the field of art?  

II. PURVIEW OF ART LAW IN INDIA 
When it comes to Visual Arts, specifically paintings, there are multiple stakeholders existing 

within its gamut who simultaneously shape the dynamics of the Indian art market. The art 

market can be divided into two broad categories, primary and secondary art market. In a 

primary art market, sales take place by directly buying the artwork from the artist or through a 

gallery or a dealer acting as the intermediary. Buying an artwork after its initial sale, for the 

second or third time would account for the secondary market. From artists who are the creators 

of their work to private collectors, art galleries, and auction houses, each transaction, at every 

stage, demands a legal consciousness. 

With the need for regulation, also comes the need to make and amend laws. Art law in India, 

especially when applicable to contemporary aspects of it, is still in its infancy and cannot be fit 

into a box of one specific field of law. It is integrative and multi-faceted. 

Some of the corporate attributes involve registration of bodies that deal in art, such as trusts or 

galleries, sustaining an art organisation’s legal policies and obligations towards the contributors 

 
7Gargi Gupta, Decoding the Indian Art Market, DNA (Feb. 26, 2017, 07:40 AM), 

https://www.dnaindia.com/lifestyle/report-decoding-the-indian-art-market-2334754 
8 Tyeb Mehta, S.H. Raza, F.N. Souza, M.F. Hussain, V.S. Gaitonde, and Subodh Gupta led the list and were 

followed by Amrita Sher-Gil, Raja Ravi Varma, and Ram Kumar. 
9 Lisa Fuchs, The Indian Art Market : Change with Continuity, A research into the Indian art consumer, 5, 29-30 

(2014). 
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and collaborators, offering legal assistance with regards to insuring the artwork, and devising 

contracts and agreements between and for the parties involved. Debottam Bose, one of the few 

Art Lawyers in India, on discussing the applicability of corporate law10 in the field of art said, 

“Good faith transactions are an important aspect. This leads to the question that where you 

don’t have a contract between two parties, or when there is essentially misinformation given, 

or there is reliance, then how do you resolve disputes without going to courts? So settlement 

out of court and amicable disputes are hallmarks.” 

Although Art Litigation is wide-ranging and inclusive of various legal dimensions, it is yet to 

ascend. Knocking the doors of the Courts become a recourse mostly in cases of contract 

breaches, determining authenticity and detecting fraud, theft, and other such offences. 

Arbitration as an alternative dispute resolution is sought after.  

The Court of Arbitration for Art, a collaborative action taken by the Netherlands Arbitration 

Institute and an independent non-profit organisation known as the Authentication in Art 

Foundation (AiA),11 being able to extensively settle disputes on a magnitude that extends 

globally has evoked inclination towards arbitration and mediation from art lawyers around the 

world. Transactions in the art industry take place beyond the confines of a particular country 

as the stakeholders involved are based across the world. Cross-border disputes in this industry 

concerning transactions, authentication, Intellectual Property rights, etc. need a common forum 

like the CAfA that undertakes to resolve these disputes at a global level through its established 

Arbitral Tribunal constituting of experienced art professionals.  

Art lawyers in India mostly propound arbitration as an approach to dispute resolution to the 

parties associated, but while arbitration for art has only just begun to develop, so have the 

arbitral precedents for future disputes. Forming a distinctive arbitral precedent was the 81-page 

Arbitral Award passed by Justice Gururajan12 in 2014 holding the contention between Bid & 

Hammer, a Bangalore based auction house and Kiran Nadar, owner of the Kiran Nadar 

Museum of Art wherein she had to pay the former what was owed for the Raja Ravi Varma 

Painting she bid for in 2010.  

Disputes concerning copyright and artists’ rights inclusive of their special rights are subjected 

 
10 Teesta Bhandare, Art lawyer, Debottam Bose tells artists and collectors how they can secure their rights without 

going to court, Teesta Bhandare Art Advisory (Feb. 03, 2021), https://teestabhandare.com/art-lawyer-debottam-

bose-tells-artists-and-collectors-how-they-can-secure-their-rights-without-going-to-court/ 
11 An independent non-profit organisation that was established in early 2012 by Rudi Ekkart and Milko den 

Leeuw. 
12 Auction House Successful in Recovery Suit Against Kiran Nadar Museum of Art Founder, PRNewswire (Dec. 

18, 11:25 AM), https://www.prnewswire.com/in/news-releases/auction-house-successful-in-recovery-suit-

against-kiran-nadar-museum-of-art-founder-286200361.html 
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to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Intellectual Property Appellate Board (IPAB),13 but 

questions have been raised in the past about the IPAB’s deteriorated capacity to render what 

was expected of it. In Booz-Allen & Hamilton Inc v. SBI Home Finance Ltd.14 the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court held, “Disputes involving adjudication of action in rem, and disputes whose 

adjudication is exclusively reserved for public forums as a matter of public policy, are both 

inarbitrable.”  

Intellectual Property disputes, of late, have been withstanding ambiguity when it comes to 

distinguishing between what can be arbitrable and the fragments that should not transcend the 

jurisdiction of the IPAB.  

Furthermore, with the growing number of issues in the art industry that need legal heed, firms 

have recently been opening Art Law as one of their practice areas. Located in New Delhi, Krida 

Legal, a niche law firm with unconventional practice areas, specialises in Art Law and has in 

its team, corporate lawyers, litigators, art auditors, and advisors to represent multiple 

stakeholders in the art market.  

In 2020, DSK Legal, a leading law firm introduced Art Law practice to cater to the issues 

surrounding the Antiquities and Art Treasures Act, the Museum Grant Scheme, and to issues 

regarding exchange control, stamp duty, the existing income and indirect tax regime, and also 

to provide advice and assistance to the collectors and the artists.15 

Additionally, Art Law India is a blog16 dedicated to writing about art related laws, trade, and 

crimes to acquaint people interested in the same. 

III. ART AND COPYRIGHT  
One of the principal objectives behind instituting Intellectual Property laws was to encourage 

and further creativity in the world to achieve which, it became imperative to protect the skills 

and competency of the creators. The Berne Convention is a World Intellectual Property 

Organisation (WIPO) administered treaty that was adopted in 1886 to protect the artistic work 

of creators such as authors, painters, musicians, etc., and to promote their intellectual as well 

as economic and moral rights thus enabling member countries to implement copyright laws 

along the provisions laid down in it. Although the law of copyright already existed during the 

 
13 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 11(1) : The Appellate Board established under section 83 of the Trade Marks Act, 

1999 (47 of 1999) shall, on and from the commencement of Part XIV of Chapter VI of the Finance Act, 2017 (7 

of 2017), be the Appellate Board for the purposes of this Act and the said Appellate Board shall exercise the 

jurisdiction, powers and authority conferred on it by or under this Act. 
14 (2011) 5 SCC 532. 
15 DSK Legal launches art law practice, India Business Law Journal, (Mar. 31, 2020), https://law.asia/dsk-legal-

art-law-practice/ 
16 Art Law India, https://www.artlawindia.com/ (last visited, May 01, 2021). 
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British Raj, The Copyright Act of 1957 enacted in accordance with the Berne Convention came 

to effect only after the Indian independence and continues to be applicable to date. 

Section 13 (1) of the Act states,  

“Subject to the provisions of this section and the other provisions of this Act, copyright shall 

subsist throughout India in the following classes of works, that is to say,— 

• original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works;  

• cinematograph films; and 

• sound recording” 

That is to say, a work, provided it is copyrightable, can be copyrighted from the instant it is 

created regardless of it being published or not. Chapter V of the Act, by and large, lays down 

the particular duration of copyright granted to authors under different circumstances, such as 

to an anonymous17 author or even to the posthumous18 work of an author. The requisite for 

such work to be published in order to be granted copyright protection is salient and cannot be 

overlooked.  

Section 22 states, without any ambiguity, that “copyright shall subsist in any literary, dramatic, 

musical or artistic work published within the lifetime of the author until [sixty years] from the 

beginning of the calendar year next following the year in which the author dies” unless 

otherwise provided. Nandita Saikia19argues that duration of copyright provided would depend 

on whether or not the work is published and by published, she means the first legitimate 

publication of the said work. According to Section 4 of the Act, 

“Except in relation to infringement of copyright, a work shall not be deemed to be published 

or performed in public, if published, or performed in public, without the licence of the owner 

of the copyright.” 

Thus, it is only a legitimate and authorised work that forms a yardstick to seek copyright 

protection under Chapter V of the Act.  

 
17 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 23(1) : In the case of literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work (other than a 

photograph), which is published anonymously or pseudonymously, copyright shall subsist until sixty years from 

the beginning of the calendar year next following the year in which the work is first published: 

Provided that where the identity of the author is disclosed before the expiry of the said period, copyright shall 

subsist until [sixty years] from the beginning of the calendar year next following the year in which the author dies. 
18 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 24(1) : In the case of a literary, dramatic or musical work or an engraving, in which 

copyright subsists at the date of the death of the author or, in the case of any such work of joint authorship, at or 

immediately before the date of the death of the author who dies last, but which, or any adaptation of which, has 

not been published before that date, copyright shall subsist until sixty years from the beginning of the calendar 

year next following the year in which the work is first published or, where an adaptation of the work is published 

in any earlier year, from the beginning of the calendar year next following that year. 
19 Nandita Saikia, Art and Indian Copyright Law, A Statutory Reading, i, 79-80 (2015). 
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It is also crucial to mention that the term publication in the Act has been defined as “making a 

work available to the public by issue of copies or by communicating the work to the public.” 

20 

(A) Authorship and Ownership 

Author under the Act21 and in relation to an artistic work has been defined as the artist, i.e., the 

person who would cause the work to be created. Section 17 says that unless otherwise 

mentioned chiefly in the form of exceptions, the artist of a work shall be the first owner of the 

copyright. The artist, however, shall not be the first owner: 

1. In case of an artistic work made by them during the course of their employment by a 

proprietor of a newspaper, magazine or a similar periodical, if they are under a contract 

of service of apprenticeship. The said proprietor shall to the extent of publication of the 

work in any of above mentioned periodicals and to the reproduction of the work for the 

purpose of it being published be regarded as the first owner of the copyright herein. 

2. In case of any work, for that matter, made in the course of the artist’s employment under 

any contract or service or apprenticeship for which purpose the employer, provided 

there is no agreement existing contrarily, would be the first owner of the copyright. 

3. In case of a Government work or in case of any work under the guidance of any of its 

undertaking,22 unless there exists any agreement to the contrary, the Government or the 

concerned public undertaking respectively shall be the first owner of the copyright, 

henceforth. 

Effectively, copyright determines the magnitude of ownership and can be obtained for 

a work created either by its creator or a person or an organisation that has paid for its 

creation. Thereby, an author and an owner can be two different entities and one of the 

biggest differences between the two is that while ownership can be transferred, 

authorship cannot. Artists would thus substantially hold the copyright to their paintings 

unless the same has expired or has been signed over or relinquished by them. Artists 

will also cease to hold the copyright to their work done during the course of their 

employment under any contract they enter with their employer.  

(B) Artists’ Rights 

Predominantly, one of the most distinguished rights an artist can enjoy is the resale right 

 
20 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 3, No. 14, Acts of Parliament, 1957 (India). 
21 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 2(d)(iii), No. 14, Acts of Parliament, 1957 (India). 
22 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 17 (dd), No. 14, Acts of Parliament, 1957 (India). 
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enshrined through the concept of Droit De Suite which first surfaced in Europe around 1893 

and was seen as a means to economically assist the impoverished artists. Droit De Suite was 

later, nationally enforced by France following the sale of French Artist, Jean François Millet’s, 

L’Angélus for an unmatched amount of 553,000 francs by a French Copper magnate, Eugène 

Secrétan.23 While the latter enjoyed the mighty profit made from the sale of the painting, the 

artist’s family continued to live in extreme penury without having received even an iota of 

money from the aforesaid sale.  

Droit De Suite was introduced in the Berne Convention24 to protect the pecuniary interests of 

the artists and to avert any sort of exploitation of their labour and artistry. It has been considered 

as a hybrid right by the Convention combining both monetary and moral rights of the artists.  

Visual Arts in India has not completely unfolded out of its inception yet which further adds to 

the incomprehension and ignorance of the laws that apply to it. Indian artists, being the first 

owners of their respective work of art, continue to be oblivious to the existence of provisions 

that could cater to their economic rights and interests. In 2018, Tyeb Mehta’s record making 

Kali was sold for Rs. 26.4 crores at one of the Saffronart auctions25 which at that time belonged 

to the Alkazi Foundation in Delhi. In 2005, when he was alive, his painting, ‘Mahishasura’ was 

auctioned for Rs. 6.9 crores at Christie’s and before that, his ‘Celebration’ for around 1.5 crores. 

It is disappointing, to say the least, that the artist whose paintings so significantly contributed 

to the image and growth of the Indian art market did not even receive a single penny as royalties 

when he was alive, let alone his family claiming the same after his death. But it is not the artist’s 

oblivion alone that is to be blamed. Ironically, India was one of the first countries to implement 

resale rights under Section 53A of the Copyright Act.26 

As per section 53A(1), “In the case of resale for a price exceeding ten thousand rupees, of the 

original copy of a painting, sculpture or drawing, or of the original manuscript of a literary or 

dramatic work or musical work, the author of such work if he was the first owner of rights 

 
23 Tiernan Morgan & Lauren Purje, An Illustrated Guide to Artist Resale Royalties (aka ‘Droit de Suite’), 

Hyperallergic, (Oct. 24, 2014), https://hyperallergic.com/153681/an-illustrated-guide-to-artist-resale-royalties-

aka-droit-de-suite/ 
24 The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, 1886, (hereinafter Berne Convention) 

art. 14ter : (1) The author, or after his death the persons or institutions authorized by national legislation, shall, 

with respect to original works of art and original manuscripts of writers and composers, enjoy the inalienable right 

to an interest in any sale of the work subsequent to the first transfer by the author of the work. 

(2) The protection provided by the preceding paragraph may be claimed in a country of the Union only if 

legislation in the country to which the author belongs so permits, and to the extent permitted by the country where 

this protection is claimed. 

(3) The procedure for collection and the amounts shall be matters for determination by national legislation. 
25 Georgina Maddox, Rs 26 crore for the painting, Rs 0 for the painter. The Indian art world is riven by a deep 

divide, Scroll.in (Jul. 18, 2018, 11:30 AM), https://scroll.in/magazine/885868/rs-260000000-for-the-painting-rs-

0-for-the-painter-shouldnt-indian-artists-be-paid-royalty 
26 Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1994, No. 38, Acts of Parliament, 1994 (India). 
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under section 17 or his legal heirs shall, notwithstanding any assignment of copyright in such 

work, have a right to share in the resale price of such original copy or manuscript in 

accordance with the provisions of this section: 

Provided that such right shall cease to exist on the expiration of the term of copyright in the 

work.” 

An artist’s resale right is the right to receive royalties that are to be paid to him as a certain 

percentage from every resale of his paintings during the term of his copyright and 60 years 

after his death.  

The scope of the term “royalty” is ambiguous and wide. In the Income Tax Act of 1961, the 

term has been applied only to contracts signed with regards to rights conferred under the 

Copyright Act of 1957.27  

Section 180 of the Act28deals distinctively with royalties or copyright fees for literary and 

artistic work. Although no difference, explicitly, has been mentioned between royalties and 

copyright fees, both are considered the same and Droit De Suite is an exception to the royalties 

received under contracts thus making it one kind of a continuing royalty. 

Even though paying royalty to an artist is not discretionary anymore owing to the 2012 

amendment of section 19(3) of the Copyright Act that replaced the words ‘royalty payable, if 

any’ with ‘royalty and any other consideration payable’, Section 53A of the Act still leaves 

room for a considerable amount of confusion and vagueness. 

To begin with, although the minimum price of the paintings needs to be Rs. 10,000 for the 

artists to receive their share from each sale provided the said amount is capped at 10%, there 

is no specific percentage that has been expressed. The capacity to determine the rate at which 

artists will be receiving their royalties, amongst other things, has been left to the discretion of 

the Intellectual Property Appellate Board.29 

Section 63B of the Act gives rise to great contradiction when, by refuting what has been laid 

down in Section 53A and dealing with offences regarding infringement of copyright or other 

rights conferred by the Act, it states, “Any person who knowingly infringes or abets the 

 
27 The Income Tax, 1961 § Section (9)(1)(vi)(c), No. 43, Acts of Parliament, 1961 (India). 
28 The Income Tax Act, 1961, § 180 : Where the time taken by the author of a literary or artistic work in the 

making thereof is more than twelve months, the amount received or receivable by him during any previous year 

on account of any lump sum consideration for the assignment or grant of any of his interests in the copyright of 

that work or of royalties or copyright fees (whether receivable in lump sum or otherwise), in respect of that work, 

shall, if he so claims, be allocated for purposes of assessment in such manner and to such period as may be 

prescribed. 
29 The Copyright Act, 1957 § 12(1) : The Appellate Board shall, subject to any rules that may be made under this 

Act, have power to regulate its own procedure, including the fixing of places and times of its sittings. 
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infringement of— 

(a) the copyright in a work, or 

(b) any other right conferred by this Act [except the right conferred by section 53A], 

shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six months but 

which may extend to three years and with fine which shall not be less than fifty thousand rupees 

but which may extend to two lakh rupees.” 

Hence, an artist’s resale right has become an exception from infringement of copyright or any 

other rights under the Act which allows auction houses or anyone in the art fraternity re-selling 

paintings to impede the artists’ entitled royalties unless the IPAB comes forth with a definite 

resale percentage in addition to other rigid pronouncements.  

There is no collecting society or in particular, a copyright society in the art market30 to collect 

and distribute the royalties altogether, unlike the Indian Performing Right Society Limited, an 

organisation representing the stakeholders of the music industry that is concerned with issuing 

licenses and collection of royalties in India.  

To strengthen the enforcement of resale rights, Pravin Anand, Managing Partner of a leading 

IP law firm in India, Anand and Anand, suggests the formation of a collecting society like that 

of the Designs and Artists Copyright Society or the Artists’ Collecting Society in the United 

Kingdom to collect and distribute royalties and keep a consolidated record of the same for a 

transparent and accountable system and transactions.31 

(C) Moral Rights  

These are special rights that have been accorded to the artists through Section 57 of the Act. 

Author’s special right.— “(1) Independently of the author’s copyright and even after the 

assignment either wholly or partially of the said copyright, the author of a work shall have the 

right— 

(a)  to claim authorship of the work; and 

(b) to restrain or claim damages in respect of any distortion, mutilation, modification or other 

act in relation to the said work which is done before the expiration of the term of copyright if 

such distortion, mutilation, modification or other act would be prejudicial to his honour or 

reputation: 

Provided that the author shall not have any right to restrain or claim damages in respect of 

 
30 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 33, No. 14, Acts of Parliament, 1957 (India). 
31 Tejshree Savara & Pravin Anand, The Artist’s Right to Remuneration - Droit de Suite, AsiaIP (May 12, 2016), 

https://asiaiplaw.com/article/the-artists-right-to-remuneration-droit-de-suite 
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any adaptation of a computer programme to which clause (aa) of sub-section (1) of section 52 

applies.” 

Moral Rights under Section 57 of the Copyright Act, 1957, have been laid down in conformity 

with Article 6bis32 of the Berne Convention and can be classified into right to attribution and 

right to integrity. While the former is a right of the creators to associate themselves with their 

work by claiming authorship, the latter empowers them to protect their work from travesties or 

any alteration that could endanger their reputation. 

One of the first instances that brought to light the significance and purview of moral rights was 

the case of Mannu Bhandari v. Kala Vikas Pictures Limited33 wherein the adaptation of the 

Plaintiff’s novel “Aap ka Bunty” into the Defendant’s film “Samay ki Dhara” made the Courts 

question the scope of protection granted to the “creative aesthetic expression” of an artist. 

Although a settlement was ultimately reached between the parties, the Court still held, “The 

words "other modification" will have to be read ejusdem generis with the words "distortion" 

and "mutilation"  

The Court further held, “The hallmark of any culture is excellence of arts and literature. 

Quality of creative genius of artists and authors determine the maturity and vitality of any 

culture. Art needs a healthy environment and adequate protection. The protection which law 

offers is thus not the protection of the artist or author alone. Enrichment of culture is of vital 

interest to each society. Law protects this social interest. Section 57 of the Copyright Act is one 

such example of legal protection. Section 57 lifts authors' status beyond the material gains of 

copyright and gives it a special status.” 

Amarnath Sehgal v. Union of India34 formed a landmark case that brought the term 

“destruction” within the confines of the word “mutilation” 

A bronze mural that was created by the Plaintiff, who was an eminent sculptor, on request of 

the Government of India. It was then installed at the lobby of the Vigyan Bhawan in 1962. In 

 
32 The Berne Convention, 1886, art. 6bis : (1) Independently of the author's economic rights, and even after the 

transfer of the said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object to any 

distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said work, which 

would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation. 

(2) The rights granted to the author in accordance with the preceding paragraph shall, after his death, be 

maintained, at least until the expiry of the economic rights, and shall be exercisable by the persons or institutions 

authorized by the legislation of the country where protection is claimed. However, those countries whose 

legislation, at the moment of their ratification of or accession to this Act, does not provide for the protection after 

the death of the author of all the rights set out in the preceding paragraph may provide that some of these rights 

may, after his death, cease to be maintained. 

(3) The means of redress for safeguarding the rights granted by this Article shall be governed by the legislation 

of the country where protection is claimed. 
33 AIR 1987 Delhi 13. 
34 (2005) 30 PTC 253 (Del) 
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1979, the mural was taken apart from the lobby and discarded in a storeroom. When approached 

by the Plaintiff, the Government of India retorted that having paid for the mural, they'd now be 

the sole owner of the mural and would thus possess the right to cast it aside to the storeroom. 

The Court, acknowledging and validating the moral rights of the Plaintiff, held, “the mural 

whatever be its form today is too precious to be reduced to scrap and languish in the warehouse 

of the Government of India. It is only Mr. Sehgal who has the right to recreate his work and 

therefore has the right to receive the broken down mural. He also has the right to be 

compensated for the loss of reputation, honor and mental injury due to the offending acts of 

the defendants” 

Over the years, though, Courts have been of diverse opinions regarding the moral rights of the 

creators. While in Raj Rewal v. Union of India,35 the Court held that the Plaintiff, an esteemed 

architect, did not have the right to prevent any demolition or modification of the building on 

grounds that he possessed moral rights over it, the Court in Jatin Das v. Union of India,36 

upholding the moral rights of the artist, prohibited any further modification of the artist’s art 

installation, ‘Flight of Steel’ by the Steel Authority of India.  

To put things in perspective, one of the reasons why Courts have failed to see eye to eye in the 

above-mentioned cases could also be due to the dissimilarity of the subject matter that was 

being dealt with in each of the cases.   

In the former case, the Court stated that the author’s right to prevent distortion, mutilation or 

modification of his work under Section 57 did not permit an author to prevent the destruction 

of his work in its entirety since, “what cannot be viewed, seen, heard or felt, cannot be 

imperfect and cannot affect the honour or reputation of the author.”37 Architecture and Art are 

not indistinguishable altogether and the protection granted to architectural manifestations seem 

vital than the plans themselves. 

In the case of Pidilite Industries Ltd. v. S.M. Associates38, the Court opined :  

“It is well established now that while deciding the question of infringement of copyright it is 

not necessary that the Defendants work must be an exact reproduction of the Plaintiff's work. 

What is essential is to see whether there is a reproduction of the substantial part of the 

Plaintiff's work.” 

 
35 CS (COMM) 3/2018, with IA Nos. 90 and 92 of 2018  
36 CS (COMM) 559/2018  
37 Kaveri Jain, Distortion or Destruction of Artistic Works : Scope of Moral Rights of Artists, SpicyIp (Jan. 03, 

2020),  

https://spicyip.com/2020/01/distortion-or-destruction-of-artistic-works-scope-of-artists-moral-rights.html 
38 2004 (28) PTC 193 (Bom). 
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Drawing an instance based on the aforesaid rationale asserted by the Court would be of that in 

2018, when lyricist Javed Akhtar sent forth a legal notice to brothers, Armaan and Armaan 

Malik and Super Cassettes Industries Private Limited who recreated Akhtar’s song “Ghar Se 

Nikalte Hi”, the lyrics of which were written by him.39Akhtar expressed his objection to the 

verbatim copying of the “mukhda” of the song that depicted the substantial part of the song 

which could violate his moral rights and cause prejudice to his reputation.  

Besides, in countries like France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, the creators have a special right 

to withdraw their work from circulation if they deem fit, even after its publication.40 Such a 

right is not granted to authors in India. Recognising the existence of a retraction right in a few 

countries, the Court, in Pee Pee Publishers & Distributors v. Dr. Neena Khanna41 stated that 

such a right is not mentioned in the Berne Convention and that, “the right of retraction or 

withdrawal in case of dissatisfaction is nowhere recognized under the Act.” The Court also 

held, “even if there is a right of retraction or withdrawal existing in the international law, the 

same cannot substitute or supplant the express provisions of Section 57 of the Act which does 

not recognize any such right.” 

Contrarily, withholding work from the public may result in Compulsory Licensing of the same 

as per Section 31 of the Copyright Act.42 

IV. MONEY LAUNDERING AND ART FORGERY IN THE INDIAN ART MARKET  
As of 2019, the global art market is at a value of $67 billion annually, out of which 10% is 

illegitimate and traceable to widespread financial crimes such as money laundering.43 In India, 

transactions that take place while buying art are usually discreet and remain unrevealed. Parties 

involved in such transactions do not divulge their identities making the art markers susceptible 

to  money laundering. It is this lack of answerability,  that makes introducing stricter regulations 

difficult.  

 
39 Anushree Rauta, Javed Akhtar Issues Legal Notice to Armaan & Amaal Malik, T-Series Over Violation Of 

Moral Rights In Relation To The Recreated Version OF ‘Ghar Se Nikalte Hi’, IPRMENTLAW (Apr. 07, 2018), 

http://iprmentlaw.com/update/javed-akhtar-issues-legal-notice-to-armaan-amaal-malik-t-series-over-violation-

of-moral-rights-in-relation-to-the-recreated-version-of-ghar-se-nikalte-hi/ 
40 Alka Chawla, Law of Copyright : Comparing Perspectives 124 (LexisNexis 2013). 
41 2009 (40) PTC 515 (Del). 
42 The Copyright Act, 1957, § 31A. (1) : Where, in the case of any unpublished work or any work published or 

communicated to the public and the work is withheld from the public in India, the author is dead or unknown or 

cannot be traced, or the owner of the copyright in such work cannot be found, any person may apply to the 

Appellate Board for a licence to publish or communicate to the public such work or a translation thereof in any 

language.      
43 J.K. Dadoo, Art of Laundering Art, Businessworld (Nov. 04 2019), http://www.businessworld.in/article/Art-

Of-Laundering-Art/04-11-2019-178458/ 
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Olga Kanazaki Sooudi, from her conversations with art dealers44 across India, writes about how 

art has become a means to evade taxes as people buying paintings pay half of the amount in 

cash and half in check and then resell it at a higher price at auction houses, like Christie's hence 

remoulding all the black money.  

It is significant to bring to light the case of Subhash Kapoor,45 the infamous Indian antique 

dealer from New York who had been charged with smuggling and keeping in his possession 

more than 50,000 antiquities from India amounting to millions of dollars of its worth along 

with the several other felonies that were hurled at him.  

Apart from the fact that there is wholly an absence of a standardized and systematic operation 

of the art market, the obscure and almost non-existent laws that prevent money laundering in 

the market also need to be examined. The Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002 classifies 

scheduled offences into Part A & Part C and offences under the Antiquities and Art Treasures 

Act, 1972 come under Part A of the Code. It is, again, unclear if the law applies to 

contemporaneous art, and if it does, to what extent? Antiquity under the Antiquities Act46 

include art or craftsmanship that are not less than 100 years old, and art treasure which has 

been defined in the Act as, “any human work of art, not being an antiquity, declared by the 

Central Government by notification in the Official Gazette, to be an art treasure for the 

purposes of this Act having regard to its artistic or aesthetic value.” 

Adding on to the above-mentioned obstacles, Manisha Kumar, in her article47 discussing how 

art markets can be potentially misused to launder money, expresses, “The PML Act read with 

the rules, impose mandatory record keeping, enhanced diligence and reporting obligations on 

certain identified classes of entities, who may potentially be at a greater risk of being misused 

by launderers. Such entities have been termed as ‘reporting entities’ and include banks, 

financial institutions, intermediaries and persons carrying on designated business or 

profession. Although the words ‘intermediaries’ and ‘persons carrying on designated business 

or profession’ have been defined broadly under the PML Act, they do not specifically include 

the class of ‘art market participants’. However, it must be noted that even though art market 

participants have not been identified as ‘reporting entities’ under the PML Act, such persons 

 
44 Olga Kanzaki Sooudi, Art Patron as 'Taste Scapegoat'? Complicity and Disavowal in Mumbai's Contemporary 

Art World, 24, Etnofoor, 124, 134-135 (2012).  
45 PTI, Jailed idol smuggler Subhash Kapoor charged in U.S., The Hindu (Aug. 22, 2019 08:13 AM), 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/jailed-idol-smuggler-subhash-kapoor-charged-in-

us/article29218986.ece# 
46 The Antiquities and Art Treasures Act, 1972, § 2(1)(a). 
47 Manisha Kumar, India - Potential Misuse Of Art Markets For Money Laundering – Stakeholders Beware, 

Conventus Law (Aug. 31, 2020),https://www.conventuslaw.com/report/india-potential-misuse-of-art-markets-

for-money/ 
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shall be guilty of the offence of money laundering, if they are found to have been involved with 

the specified activities connected with proceeds of crime (as defined under the PML Act).” 

Indian laws, pertinent to crimes existing in the art market, need to not only be clear and 

comprehensive but along the lines of those existing in other countries, uncompromising. 

Aggravating the prevailing predicament of the artists, was the introduction of Goods and 

Service Tax in 2017 that put paintings, drawings and pastels, original engravings, prints and 

lithographs, original sculptures, and antiquities of an age exceeding 100 years under the 12 

percent slab. This raised a lot of concerns when it was introduced, so much so, that it compelled 

veteran artist and Rajya Sabha MP, Jogen Chowdhury to write a letter48 to the Prime Minister 

addressing the concern. Artists across India have been suffering plenty because of the existing 

tax structure. Given that they are already paying income tax on earnings from the sale of their 

paintings which, in some cases could be meagre or just about adequate, paying 12% of GST 

before sending their paintings to various other platforms or intermediaries, subjects them to 

double taxation and does not make their disadvantaged circumstances any better.  

In contrast, there are countries like Ireland that have instituted a tax exemption scheme for 

artists, including composers, writers, and even sculptors earning €50,000 per annum so as to 

assist the young artists.49 

There is no doubt an entrenched lack of awareness and transparency in the art market that 

bellows urgent attention and implementation of comprehensive laws, but one cannot turn a 

blind eye to the insignificant amount of time and energy the Government has spent on 

supporting and promoting art in India. The Ministry of Culture, primarily bestowed with the 

objective to promote art and culture, has failed to allocate its budget appropriately when it 

comes to funding and development of the art infrastructure. According to the KPMG-FICCI 

Report of 2018,50 the Central Government had set aside only 25 Billion Rupees to be utilised 

by the Ministry of Culture, which was less than 1 percent of the total outlay of the Union Budget 

comprising around 7 Trillion Rupees. Moreover, the Government has failed to maintain and 

boost the conditions of public museums and galleries which puts into apprehension the quality 

of art, artists’ eagerness to display their work, and the number of people visiting these 

Government-run art preserves. Although there has been a notable emergence of private 

galleries and auction houses that have substantially contributed to the growth of visual arts in 

India, there are no tie-ups with the private sector to develop the art infrastructure symbiotically 

 
48 Bose Krishnamachari, Art doesn’t need GST, The Week (Aug. 20, 2017), https://www.the 

week.in/columns/bose-krishnamachari/art-doesnt-need-GST.html 
49 Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997 § 195 (Ireland) 
50 KPMG in India – FICCI report, Visual arts industry in India : Painting the future (2018). 
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and it is only beneficial for the Government to do so.  

Art buyers often find themselves in the predicament of buying fake art, another issue that needs 

surveillance. The boutade of art forgery has become so rampant that it’s almost impossible to 

trace how fake art enters the market. Forging an artwork would be so called when one has 

recreated it and sold it off in the artist’s name or has discovered it’s fake but sold it as an 

original piece of work. Though it's not the same as an aspiring or young artist recreating a 

certain piece of work as an inspiration, it would be art forgery if he sold the same artwork under 

the artist’s name. In recent years, there have been innumerable fake artworks circulating in the 

market. Around 20 paintings of Rabindranath Tagore that were laid out in an exhibition at the 

Government College of Art and Craft, Kolkata in 2011 were indicated as fake by art experts.51 

Rakhi Sarkar, director of CIMA Art Gallery in Kolkata, in an interview with Financial 

Express52 disclosed that 90% of the artist Jamini Roy’s work are fake as those in circulation 

outnumber the ones he produced during his lifetime. Apart from young artists copying 

esteemed artworks, another factor that instigates falsification of art is the scarcity of supply as 

compared to the demand of the artworks. This shortfall encourages producers of fake art to 

make quick and fast money by deceiving the buyers. Artist Amar Singh Jodha53 believes there 

are agents hiring unemployed artists and bribing them to replicate the original paintings only 

to sell them later at absurdly high prices. Unfortunately, our very own art galleries and auction 

houses have cached fake art, more too often unsuspecting it. During one of the exhibitions 

hosted by Dhoomimal Art Gallery in Delhi that had put up S.H. Raza’s work, the artist, while 

inaugurating the show, pointed out that all his paintings displayed were counterfeited which 

led to the art gallery cancelling the show.54 One way to uncover fake art would be to determine 

if the signature of the artist is authentic, but that could also be duplicitous. Two of Ajoy Kumar 

Ghosh’s award-winning artworks were sold for Rs. 3.64 lakhs each,55 but the artist’s signature 

was erased from “Ajoy” to “Nando.” Furthermore, Jamini Roy had different signatures during 

different phases of career56 and some paintings have signatures of the artist contradicting those 

phases.  

On the whole, not only do buyers and art institutions need to perform their due diligence while 

 
51 Indrani Bose, Art of faking art: How forged art is circulated and ways of detection, Financial Express (Jun. 16, 

2019, 12:13AM), 

https://www.financialexpress.com/lifestyle/art-of-faking-art-how-forged-art-is-circulated-and-ways-of-

detection/1608806/ 
52 Id. 
53 Art Forgery in India, Jumbish https://jumbish.in/art-forgery-in-india/ 
54 Sobha John, The Great Indian Rip-Off, India Legal (Apr 18, 2016), https://www.indialegallive.com/art-and-

entertainment-updates/the-great-indian-rip-off/ 
55 Id. 
56 Supra. 
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determining the authenticity of art, a regulatory body consisting of art experts needs to be 

established to monitor registered artworks and to differentiate between them. All galleries and 

auction houses need to appoint a team of experts to ascertain the originality of artworks before 

acquiring them.  

Though there is no specific law that deals with art forgery, Section 58 of the Copyright Act, 

1957 confers on the creators or owners of any copyrighted work surpassing rights in case of 

infringement of their work. 

Rights of owner against persons possessing or dealing with infringing copies.— “All 

infringing copies of any work in which copyright subsists, and all plates used or intended to be 

used for the production of such infringing copies, shall be deemed to be the property of the 

owner of the copyright, who accordingly may take proceedings for the recovery of possession 

thereof or in respect of the conversion thereof: 

Provided that the owner of the copyright shall not be entitled to any remedy in respect of the 

conversion of any infringing copies, if the opponent proves— 

(a) that he was not aware and had no reasonable ground to believe that copyright subsisted in 

the work of which such copies are alleged to be infringing copies; or 

(b) that he had reasonable grounds for believing that such copies or plates do not involve 

infringement of the copyright in any work.” 

V. FUTURE OF THE INDIAN ART MARKET 
A colossal metamorphosis can be witnessed in the Indian art market if given the right amount 

of recognition and awareness. The market, of late, has been gravitating towards a privatised 

functioning. Government initiatives in the form of Lalit Kala Akademi, an institution 

established in 1954 to foster visual arts through study and research along with museums such 

as the National Gallery of Modern Art in Bangalore and Delhi, and Government Museums of 

Chennai and Chandigarh are to be accredited, but the emerging private galleries and auction 

houses are the ones influencing consumer desirability therefore, helping them revamp the 

anatomy of art in India. In the year 2015,57 Government-run museums had received less than 

100,000 visitors and as of 2016, there were only 1,500 public museums across the country. One 

of the biggest solutions to overcoming these challenges therefore, lies in diminishing this dearth 

by establishing more public museums, improving the infrastructure of the existing ones, and 

 
57 Maria Thomas, For all its history and culture, India’s museums are pathetic. Could design fix that?, Quartz 

India (Feb. 06, 2017), https://qz.com/india/889053/for-all-its-history-and-culture-indias-museums-are-pathetic-

could-design-fix-that/ 
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regulating the quality of art not only to attract more visitors, but also to support the aspiring 

artists and their work. 

Embracing technology could also serve as a way to remove inconsistencies prevailing in the 

art market. Mandatory digitised transactions can address the concerns of authenticity and 

transparency which in turn can considerably reduce crimes like money laundering and art 

forgery. Bringing in technology would also attract the private sector to invest in art which could 

help generate revenue within the market. Over the years, Indian auction houses have come to 

the forefront and have contributed significantly despite Christie’s deciding to discontinue its 

desired annual auction in India from 2017. Later that year, Saffronart’s online summer auction 

ended with a total sale value of about $3.5 million.58 

In 2018, the fine art auction turnover alone was up to a total of $72.5 million which got India 

12th place in the Global art market.59 

E-auctions, although a valid mode of transaction in India, are not utilised enough. Awareness 

needs to be brought amongst the buyers with regards to the existing laws dealing with auction 

sales and online transactions. Section 64 the Sale Of Goods Act, 1930 deals with auction sales. 

“In the case of a sale by auction— 

(1) Where goods are put up for sale in lots, each lot is prima facie deemed to be the subject of 

a separate contract of sale; 

(2) the sale is complete when the auctioneer announces its completion by the fall of the hammer 

or in other customary manner; and, until such announcement is made, any bidder may retract 

his bid; 

(3) a right to bid may be reserved expressly by or on behalf of the seller and, where such right 

is expressly so reserved, but not otherwise, the seller or any one person on his behalf may, 

subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, bid at the auction; 

(4) where the sale is not notified to be subject to a right to bid on behalf of the seller, it shall 

not be lawful for the seller to bid himself or to employ any person to bid at such sale, or for the 

auctioneer knowingly to take any bid from the seller or any such person; and any sale 

contravening this rule may be treated as fraudulent by the buyer; 

 
58 Kunal Doley, With changing time, Indian art auction houses betting big on the online format, Financial Express 

(Jun. 18, 2017), https://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/with-changing-time-indian-art-auction-houses-

betting-big-on-the-online-format/723944/ 
59 The Indian art market, artprice.com (Jan. 29, 2019),https://www.artprice.com/artmarketinsight/the-indian-art-

market 
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(5) the sale may be notified to be subject to a reserved or upset, price; 

(6) if the seller makes use of pretended bidding to raise the price, the sale is voidable at the 

option of the buyer.” 

The Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules60 defines an “e-commerce entity” as any 

person who owns, operates or manages digital or electronic facility or platform for electronic 

commerce, but does not include a seller offering his goods or services for sale on a marketplace 

e-commerce entity and lays down that the rules shall apply to all goods and services bought or 

sold over a digital or electronic network including digital products. This hence, brings paintings 

sold and bought through e-auctions within its ambit. 

Endeavoring to achieve an interdependent relationship, The Information Technology 

(Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) 

Rules, 2011 were framed. If maintaining information is necessary, safeguarding the same is 

just as important. These rules provide for a privacy policy that is to be followed by a body 

corporate or a person while collecting sensitive information of the providers.  

Sensitive information61 would consist of: 

(i) password; 

(ii) financial information such as Bank account or credit card or debit card or other payment 

instrument details ; 

(iii) physical, physiological and mental health condition 

(iv) sexual orientation 

(v)  medical records and history; 

(vi) Biometric information; 

(vii) any detail relating to the above clauses as provided to body corporate for providing 

service; and 

(viii) any of the information received under above clauses by body corporate for 

processing, stored or processed under lawful contract or otherwise. 

Auction houses are required to record information regarding the transactions, of the buyers, 

and the bidders and are also obliged to preserve their privacy by protecting any information 

that is provided.  

 
60 Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules, 2020, § 3(1)(b)  
61 Information Technology (Reasonable security practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or 

information) Rules, 2011, § 3.   
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In light of the existing state of affairs of the artists, a reduced tax structure is essential along 

with a relaxed export-import policy. The KPMG-FICCI Report recommends setting up of free 

trade zones by the Government to help auction houses import works of art into these zones and 

exempt them from paying any customs duty. As per the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, hand 

executed paintings, decoratives and sculptures would have a customs duty of 10% per unit (in 

kgs) applicable on them.62 Also, as per the Act,63 works of art created abroad by Indian artists 

and sculptors whether imported on their return to India or imported by such artists or sculptors 

after their return to India, are exempted from customs duty under the Customs Tariff Act.64 

Addressing the vexatious customs duty prevailing otherwise, Arun Vadehra, Founder of 

Vadehra Art Gallery remarked, “Indian classical sculptures and miniatures are extremely 

popular outside India. Contrary to what should have been, there are no incentives to get those 

back to the country, understandably due to prevailing heavy customs duty applicable. To 

reunite the country with our heritage art, the government could offer incentives, taking cue 

from its counterparts in other countries.” 

There also is a need for statutory acceptance of Art Licensing, a practice well-established in 

Europe and even in the U.S.A, but still at a nascent phase in India. Art Licensing or “renting 

out” of artwork is a way to use an artist’s work on a product or product line, including, but not 

limited to, fabrics, greeting cards, book covers, etc., in exchange for royalty paid to them. This 

can be a great expedient of pecuniary support to the artists. Indian Colors is an online retail 

venture by Jasmine Shah Varma65 that, with an intention to provide revenue to the artists and 

to make art easily available to people, licenses artworks of the artists to redevelop them into 

objects and attire. Such endeavors need to be encouraged and proliferated. 

A great outcome of a state-funded undertaking would be the Kochi-Muziris Biennale, a 

biannual art festival in Kochi that gained so much popularity globally, it became the largest Art 

and Cultural Festival in South Asia. With the Government of Kerala being the principal 

sponsor, this festival hosted by the Kochi Biennale Foundation66 has been consistently 

flourishing since 2012 displaying an array of contemporary work of more than 100 artists from 

across the world all the while garnering international acclaim for India. 

Art festivals need to be encouraged and supported as they form an inventive way to engage the 

 
62 Chapter 97, Works of art, collectors' pieces and antiques. 
63 Customs Act, 1962, § 25. 
64 General Exemption 224 : Exemption to Works of Art Created Abroad by Indian Artists and Sculptors (Notifn. 

No. 32/2017-Cus., dt. 30.6.2017) 
65 Shrabonti Bagchi, Artistic License, Times of India (Jul. 18, 2015, 05:44 PM), https://timesofindia 

.indiatimes.com/city/bengaluru/artistic-licence/articleshow/48125524.cms 
66 Kochi-Muziris Biennale, https://kochimuzirisbiennale.org/foundation/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2021). 
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public and aggrandize Indian contemporary artists and their work. Art festivals additionally, 

would also increase the country’s visibility in and access to art symposiums occurring overseas.  

One of India’s largest events that brings together modern and contemporary work from 

numerous galleries, artists, collectors, etc., is the India Art Fair67 that takes place in Delhi every 

year. Open to all, this event is a great forum for people to buy art or even to witness and 

experience the phenomenal exhibit of art that is put up. Another is the all-embracing 

Serendipity Art Festival68 taking place annually in Goa, which includes visual, performing, and 

culinary arts making it the largest of its kind and almost a sui generis in South Asia. 

VI. CONCLUSION  
In the light of Covid-19, when the ubiquitous lockdown followed, the art industry, worldwide, 

was just as affected. Art shows and events across India were either called off or postponed. The 

art community persevered by switching to online platforms. From online auctions to online 

exhibitions, the community speedily adapted to the changing times and is sustaining at present. 

For instance, in August, Victoria Memorial Hall in Kolkata and DAG Museums in Delhi put 

together an online exhibition titled “An Inheritance of Imaginations” which culminated in a 

huge success. 

The Indian art market continues to flourish in the face of adversity and without much support 

from the Government. With such support, the art industry could effectively transform for good. 

While digitising art can attract buyers and lead to an increase in its sales, creating awareness 

amongst the larger public would be utilising its full potential. The new generation of buyers 

who are in their 20s to 40s, are not merely buying art, but attending festivals and events, visiting 

galleries and their exhibitions, and engaging themselves by being well acquainted. 

Art, through the years, has given birth to reformation. The Aravani Art Project69 was started in 

Bangalore to help transgender women speak up for and express themselves through art and 

also to provide them with an alternative source of income. Similarly, the S+art India 

Foundation,70 through its artwork in public spaces, seeks to make art attainable by all and 

functions with the objective of liberalising art by taking it out of the traditional forums. We 

need art because it is empowering. Artistic freedom and expression need to be protected which 

is why it is vital for law and art to co-exist. The art market is coming to the fore and needs 

Government backing as much as it needs legal succour. For it is also at the crossroads of law 

 
67 India Art Fair, https://indiaartfair.in/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2021). 
68 Serendipity Arts Festival, https://www.serendipityartsfestival.com/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2021). 
69 Aravani Art Project, https://aravaniartproject.com/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2021). 
70 St+art India Foundation, https://st-artindia.org/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2021). 
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and art, the Indian economy can prosper better. 

***** 
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